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CAMPAIGN 

UPDATE 

Earth First! is a loosely connected 
network of affinity groups around the 
world, primarily in North America, 
that generally share a set of values 
including Biocentrism, Deep Ecology 
and Direct Action. We do not accept a 
human-centered worldview of 
"nature for people's sake." Instead, we 
believe that life exists for its own sake, 
that industrial civilization and its 
philosophy are anti-Earth, anti-life 
and anti-happiness. Our structure is 
non-hierarchical, and we reject paid 
staff and formal leadership. Earth First! 
groups can spring up anytime, 
anywhere, but tend to concentrate in 
bioregions filled with extreme 
amounts of love, rage and/or 
privilege. EF! Humboldt is a semi-
public direct action collective 
working against industrial threats to 

the Redwood Coast, and 
currently maintaining the 
only active tree village 
protest in North America. 

The Green Diamond Resource 
Company (the GD), owner of around 
450,000 acres in our area, is 
annihilating our wild forests and 
turning them into tree-farms by 
clear-cutting thousands of acres of 
coastal Redwood forest every year. 
They also have special permits to wipe 
out Spotted Owl habitat. Their 
devastating logging practices are 
harming our forests, rivers and 
communities as you read this. 
Deforestation is also a leading 
contributor to global climate change 
by releasing huge amounts of 
greenhouse gasses. We are exposing 
their forest destruction through 
educational efforts such as speaking 
in front of classes and guiding field 
trips as well as taking direct action to 
halt this destruction. 

Clockwise from top left: treesitters weaving a dreamcatcher, 
GD employees conversing, clear-cutting by GD. On the cover 
is a Bipod, being raised in the early morning hours by some 
kids at the Elliott Free State, July 2009.



RECENT EVENTS 

The latest EF! Humboldt Action Camp 
was held at Clam Beach in mid-
September. About 25 people came to 
receive training and get involved with 
the campaign, and there were several 
drive-bys by GD and other goons to 
see what we were up to. There is 
currently a strong crew occupying 
our tree-village and much progress is 
being made in the forest and in town. 
The spotted owls have been visiting 
the tree-sitters lately. We think that 
the Osprey have flown south for the 
winter.  

When the heavy rains come we will 
be watching for the Coho Salmon, an 
increasingly rare fish threatened with 
extinction in California. They come 
back from the ocean to mate and lay 
their eggs before their lives end in the 
gravelly creek bed in the East Branch 
of Ryan Creek. The population in 
Ryan Creek is reportedly the 
healthiest in the Humboldt Bay 
watershed  and we will do what we 
can to document and protect these 
fish that were once so abundant but 
have now been devastated by the 
onset of industrial logging. 

 

We continue to explore more areas of 
the McKay Tract and have discovered 
that there is an extensive, but illegal, 
recreational trail system. This trail 
system is “maintained” by locals and 
is often used for hiking, dog walking, 
horseback riding, dirt bikes and 
ATV’s. These trails need a lot of 
erosion control. Green Diamond 
knows of this issue but apparently 
can’t (or won’t) stop it. If this 7,200 
acre tract was transformed into a 
community park/wildlife sanctuary, 
it would do much to promote 
responsible recreation in our area and 
prevent the large amount of erosion 
currently harming our creeks and 
fish. National Geographic magazine 
has published a story about the state 
of the Redwood Forest. This will bring 
much global attention to the 
Redwoods but does not go into much 
detail about the plight our forests are 
still facing from the continued archaic 
practice of forest liquidation known 
as clear-cutting. It does, however, 
mention Green Diamond as one of the 
last giant practitioners of clear-
cutting. (Sierra Pacific Industries 
being the other ruthless Californian-
forest liquidating behemoth).

                       



 

By Cascadia Canopy Ninjas, republished w/ new 

pictures from Earth First! Journal Mabon 2009. 

“LOGGERS ARE HERE, FLIP THAT VAN!” 

I can literally hear teeth grit, muscles strain as 

masked forest defenders line up against the 

white Chevy. Someone slashes the tires, stale 

air hissing into the fresh forest morning. And 

then we heave, up against the side. The vehicle 

rocks: first threatening to crush us, then 

staggering back and finally crashing onto the 

imported gravel, a reclaimed machine standing 

firmly in the path of its destructive cousins. 

Everyone is panting, cheering, then splitting off 

in twos and threes, for there is still much work 

to be done.  

 

The Elliott State Forest in south-central 

Oregon is under siege. Unknown to many, 

including native Cascadians, the Elliott 

provides habitat for some of Oregon’s oldest 

trees and several endangered species. Giant 

Douglas firs, hemlocks and alders moan and 

crash to the ground, backed by the steady 

beep-beep of the yarder and hum of chain 

saws. All of this goes unheard, except by 

those organisms that call the Elliott home. 

Northern spotted owls, Coho and Chinook 

salmon, and marbled murrelets all face 

extinction if clearcutting continues here (and 

it does, even as you finish this sentence). In 

early July, those few two-leggeds who heard 

this violence all too clearly arrived on site.  

  

Still buzzing with momentum gathered at 

the 2009 Round River Rendezvous, trained 

forest defenders from Cascadia and beyond 

arrived at the Umpcoos Ridge #2 timber sale 

in the early hours of Monday, July 6, and 

constructed an immediately defensible 

blockade. A “skypod” appeared, suspended 

between two enormous trees. When loggers 

arrived at dawn, the Earth First! Roadshow 

van abruptly ended its journey, tipped in 

front of the gate and quickly outfitted to lock 

down four committed passengers.  



 

With few remaining hours before 

police arrival, a bipod was raised, anchored 

to the gate and tied to the skypod. After 

months of preparation and contribution, the 

Elliott (New Cascadia) Free State was born. 

  The Elliott Free State was equal parts 

direct action, skillshare and party, with the 

talents and energy of feral folks from all 

over Turtle Island. Dumpster divers in town 

were doing their jobs supplying everyone 

with gourmet meals, and security’s constant 

vigilance helped many avoid arrest. Rigging 

was particularly excellent, and all the goons 

who tried to inspect it the next day were 

thoroughly befuddled by the complexity. 

Some eager-to-climb friends spent hours 

hanging from nearby trees, duct-taping hose 

and wire over the ropes holding up the pods. 

A tree-sit went up the next night, with two 

more ground dwellers providing direct 

support for those in the pods. 

  On the morning of July 8, three sharp 

blasts from security’s whistle let everyone 

know they were under attack. Dozens of 

goons, armed to the teeth, quickly 

outnumbered the peaceful protesters and 

turned the Free State into a Police State. The 

Oregon State Troopers, State Police, County 

Sheriffs and National Guard were all 

represented, as were the abominably 

irresponsible lackeys of the Oregon 

Department of Forestry (ODF). An initial 

wave of unlucky free staters were 

ambushed, pulled out of the woods, arrested, 

and thrown in the paddy wagons while 

goons extracted the lockdowners.  

The feelings of commitment and 

determination, their bodies between a native 

forest paradise and the insatiable engine of 

destruction, kept the lockdown crew strong 

that day and will fuel them for scores of 

actions to come. Four were locked to the 

Roadshow van for its last ride, and four 

were locked to cement barrels blocking the 

gate. Two more were locked to each other 

around the base of the bipod, and one 

occupied a tripod locked to one bipod leg. It 

took the goons all day, from their arrival 

until dark, to finally cut everyone out. 

Lockdowners had everything pulled out 

from under them, and were repeatedly 

doused with cold water and showered with 

hot sparks from the electric saws. 

  The police taunted the sitters with 

offers of food and safety on the ground, and 

made threats and hung on to anchored lines 

when the sitters refused. This dangerous 

behavior and general incompetence was rife 

among the 60 state troopers, who repeatedly 

weighted lines and jeered as the occupants 

swung back and forth. They wore surgical 

gloves while doing so, fully conscious that 

murder could be on their hands.  

  That night five goons camped in front 

of the now-open gate, swilling beer, building 

fires (against state laws) and blasting music 

from their trucks. The sitters sang and 

danced in solidarity until their extraction 

with a basket-crane the next morning. They 

watched as the bipod crashed down and the 

banners fell, eventually arriving at Roseburg 

county jail later that afternoon.  
 



Twenty-seven protesters were arrested 
in the Elliott, all now facing charges of 
disorderly conduct, criminal trespassing 
and interfering with agricultural 
operations. All have since been released. 
The Civil Liberties Defense Center 
(CLDC), a self-proclaimed “nonprofit 
organization focused on defending and 
upholding civil liberties through 
education, outreach, litigation, legal 
support and assistance” is representing 
all the arrestees collectively in court. 
Collective representation is important 
so that the justice system does not 
single out individuals for stiffer charges, 
and it also provides for group solidarity 
and deprives the State of the snitches 
that it so desperately seeks (see Green 
Scare). Many thanks go the CLDC for 
their work on behalf of Elliott folks and 
other tree defenders through the years. 

 Tree Sitter Triumphant 

The Elliott Free State has fallen, 
as have almost all of the trees in the 
Umcoos #2 timber sale. Clearcutting 
continues in the Elliott, and old-growth 
is threatened across Cascadia by timber 
on BLM and USFS land. 

 These are the death throes of 
industrial capitalism wreaking havoc on 
the healthy oases of a fractured 
landscape. Yet trees are still growing 
despite the knowledge that very few 
humans are empathetic and committed 
enough to really act on behalf of the 
Earth. And a new seed is sprouting, a 
seed planted beneath the moist multi 
layered canopy of the Elliott: a new 
biocentric anti-authoritarian 
spectacular movement promising to be 
on the scene every time native 
Cascadian forests are under attack, and 
promising never to compromise, never 
to back down in defense of the 
ecosystems that sustain us.  
  The Elliott Free State was a 
catalyst; it was a large action on behalf 
of future old-growth, a tangible 
commitment to the intrinsic value of 
wild places. Go explore the Elliott this 
Summer, Fall or Winter. It is full of 
logging equipment, flags, timber sale 
signs and newly laid roads that wildlife 
would like to see gone. Go experience 
the power of this awesome forest, and 
make a little mischief while you’re at it. 

Bipod and Skypod are well-supplied and their spirits are up. 

            

 



 

Artist’s rendering of the Elliott Free State, 

designed for benefit show in Portland 10/24/09. 



 

 



ZINES WE LIKE 

We at EF! Humboldt would like to point readers in the direction of some great zines that have 

helped to free our minds from corporate control. All are available online. Distro like a MoFo! 

EF! CLIMBERS GUILD publishes two awesome tree-climbing guides and the EF! orientation 

guide. Both are recommended for any forest defense campaign. efclimbers.net  

HOODWINKED IN THE HOTHOUSE by Rising Tide North America, is extremely educational 

about climate change, and climate change hysteria. risingtidenorthamerica.org 

ENVIRONMENTALISM HAS BEEN RECYCLED out of Santa Cruz, takes a no compromise 

approach to Greenwashing and advocates eco-conscious social war. at zinelibrary.info 

Anything by STRANGERS IN A TANGLED WILDERNESS, especially THE SUPER HAPPY ANARCHO 

FUN PAGES and THE ROAD TO EITHER OR. at tangledwilderness.org 

MODESTO ANARCHO has their act together, and is arguably the hottest anarchist think tank in 

the west. Also publish FIRESTORM, available at modestoanarcho.org 

SPACE WARS is a squatter zine from “Kanada.” at zinelibrary.info 

PLEASE JUST LEAVE US ALONE! Is the extraordinary story of one indigenous man’s quest to 

discover why capital is suddenly killing everyone he ever loved. at zinelibrary.info 

REVOLUTIONARY ECOLOGY is the classic essay by the late Judi Bari. at zinelibrary.info 

RADICAL MYCOLOGY by the “SLF” provides a great intro to fungus with a really awesome 

perspective. It debuted at the 2009 Rendezvous! to critical acclaim and is on zinelibrary.info 

THE COMING INSURRECTION is an essential part of every modern zine rack. Best read in a 

circle of articulate friends, it should be everywhere but is definitely at zinelibrary.info 

HOW I BROUGHT DOWN CIVILIZATION by “greenrevolutionary” is an uplifting tale from the 

belly of the beast, showing how we all can do our part. It’s at theanarchistlibrary.org 

MEMORIES OF FREEDOM is another classic, providing inspiring reading for folks up in the trees. 

The full thing is at zinelibrary.info. 

 



A people’s guide to 

SALMON 
SALMON is the common name for several species of fish of the family Salmonidae. Several 

other fish in the family are called trout; the difference is often attributed to the migratory life 

of the salmon as compared to the residential behavior of trout. Salmon live in both the 

Atlantic (one migratory species Salmo salar) and Pacific Oceans, as well as the Great Lakes 

(approximately a dozen species of the genus Oncorhynchus). 

Typically, salmon are anadromous: they are born in fresh water, migrate to the ocean, then 

return to fresh water to reproduce. However, there are rare species that can only survive in 

fresh water habitats. Folklore has it that the fish return to the exact spot where they were 

born to spawn; tracking studies have shown this to be true but the nature of how this memory 

works has long been debated. 

Oncorhynchus is a genus of fish in the family Salmonidae; it contains the Pacific salmons and 

Pacific trouts. The name of the genus is derived from the Greek onkos ("hook") and rynchos 

("nose"), in reference to the "kype" - the hooked jaw of males in mating season. 

Since salmon do not feed once they leave 

the ocean, some will die on the way, 

 

because they lack enough stored body fat 

to make the trip. Many will be caught in 

fishermen's nets. Those that evade the nets 

may have to swim through polluted waters 

near cities. Many must make their way over 

power dams, leaping up from one tiny pool 

to the next along cement stair-like cascades 

called fish ladders. In the tributary streams, 

waterfalls and rapids are steep and swift 

enough to eliminate all but the strongest. 

Otters, eagles, and bears stalk the salmon in 

shallow riffles. Once on the spawning 

grounds, the fish battle each other: females 

against females for places to nest, males 

against males for available females. 



Pacific salmon: 

KIND OF LOOK THE SAME, BUT THEIR SIZE, COLOR AND FLAVOR ARE ACTUALLY DIFFERENT. 

Chinook (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha): 
Chinook salmon have light spots on their 
blue-green backs. Weighing up to 120 
pounds, Chinook are also known as “spring” 
or “king” salmon, and live from five to 
seven years. They’re the largest species, so 
sport fishers love them. Chinook salmon are 
full of flavor. Their flesh varies in color from 
ivory white to deep red. 

Chum (Oncorhynchus keta): Chum salmon 
have black specks over their silvery sides 
and a faint pattern of bars. The chum lives 
from three to five years, and weighs up to 
10 pounds. With creamy pink to medium 
red flesh, the chum has a mild, delicate 
flavor.

Coho (Oncorhynchus kisutch): Coho salmon 
are bright silver color. The Coho lives about 
three years, and weighs up to 15 pounds. 
He’s another one the sport fishers love. The 
Coho’s flesh is fine-textured and deep red, 
with a full flavor. 

 

Sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka): The sockeye 
salmon, silver with blue tinges, lives four to 
five years. At about seven pounds, the 
sockeye is the slimmest of the Pacific 
salmon. He has a sleek, straight look about 
him – almost like a plane! This means he 
can move very fast. Because of the rich 
flavor of his firm, deep red meat, the 
sockeye is the most popular of the five 
species. 

Sources: Wikipedia, fws.gov and  

goldseal.ca/kids/sch_species.htm  

 

Pink (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha): The pink salmon, as well as being the smallest Pacific salmon, is 
the most plentiful. Pinks live just two years, and weigh up to or five pounds. They’re silver, with 
heavily spotted backs. With a light flesh color, they have a very delicate flavor. 

  



CLEARCUT 
By Dee Allen 5/17/09 

 

Clear-cut 

Land improvement 

To selfish minds----- 

“Development” 

 

Clear-cut 

Introduction of the strange 

To the woodland expanse---- 

Profits in the short range 

 

Enter the long trucks 

Enter the cranes 

Workers activate saws 

Roaring throughout the terrain 

 

Ancient wood  

meets spinning steel 

Guided by human hands 

Stumps & brambles shall remain 

Of the green cathedral  

that stands 

 

Clear-cut 

Concentration 

Upon long range 

Devastation 

 

 
 

 

 

Clear-cut 

Disrespect 

To the wild that made us---- 

Behold, the greenhouse effect 

 

Sing a soft requiem 

To the disappearing forest 

Its replacement: 

A credit to “progress” 

 

Downfall 

Of wood & leaf 

Grounded timber 

In favor of concrete 

 

The land is fallow 

and then what? 

Whether trees return 

Isn’t so clear-cut 

 

Give or take another 

Hundreds of years 

Steady warming of the earth 

Confirms our darkest fears 

 

Clear-cut 

Concentration 

Upon long range 

Devastation 

 

Clear-cut 

Ambuscades 

Unless we take to the wilderness 

And block the saw blades.



Canopy conversation 

From the notes of “Pirate,” a gifted individual who has been in communication with the canopy crew, is 

helping with resupply, and blogging about it on efhumboldt.org, a site everyone really should check out. 

I called up one of the tree-villagers this morning to see how the crew is faring in 

the storm.  

“Sun’s out, a little bit of drizzle and the wind stopped,” reported “Canopy Ninja” 

from her nest in a 120+ year old Redwood that she has been occupying for quite 

some time. 

“Did everyone stay dry last night?” I asked. 

“Hey Starburst!” she hollered across a hundred feet of open space in the upper 

Redwood canopy. “Are you dry?” 

“Yeah, they’re dry,” she reported, “everybody’s dry.” 

“It was super windy last night, everybody was up howling at the wind, branches 

broke. When the wind died down we went back to sleep. Now we’re making coffee.” 

“Cool,” says I. 

“It’s almost Oct. 15th” she said excitedly, referring to the upcoming seasonal ban 

on road building and driving large vehicles on dirt/mud logging roads. The prospect 

of Green Diamond constructing logging roads into this grove is obviously one we do 

not relish. The erosion caused by such activities in the rainy season is so bad that 

even the rubber stamp wielders who approve logging plans don’t allow it. They can, 

however, still legally cut down the forest. They would have to wait until next 

summer to haul the logs out, but that’s not unusual for GD. 

“Since the rains are here they won’t be able to build roads starting now.” I 

reminded her, much to her delight. 

“Call me if anything happens I need to know about,” I say. 

Road building season is effectively over. Dec. 2nd will mark one year that we have 

been ceaselessly occupying and protecting the threatened forest and 

streams and resident wildlife of the McKay Tract.  

- Pirate 



Featured essay 
The following was excerpted from How I Brought Down Civilization by greenrevolutionary. The full thing 

can be retrieved at http://crimethinc.hyperphp.com/howibrought.htm. ENJOY! 

 

The parking lot was big and the 

area covered by the old 

abandoned factory buildings 

surrounding it was even bigger. This 

was my first time and I did not want 

to bite off more than I could chew. I 

decided that an approximately six 

by six foot plot would be a good 

start for now. There were weeds 

poking out of the pavement in some 

places, and small trees towering out 

of the pavement in others. It seemed 

almost like the assaulted landbase 

beneath was winning the battle 

without my help. I thought for a 

moment that maybe it wouldn’t be 

worth my time to do this, since the 

landbase itself was clearly capable 

of overtaking the civilization which 

burdened it.  

I almost turned back and then I 

realize that this wasn’t about the six 

by six foot plot of pavement that I 

was about to tear up, it was a 

question of identity. Am I part of the 

landbase or am I separate from it? If 

the landbase can handle it on it’s 

own and I am part of the landbase 

then any work I do is me doing my 

part as a part of the landbase. Why 

should I give this particular morsel of 

civilization a pass now, just when it’s 

at my mercy in a situation where I’m 
relatively invincible?  

 

I didn’t have anything better to do 

at the time; if I had decided it wasn’t 

worth the time I would not have 

gone out and blown up a dam…I 

would have hopped back on my 

bike and headed home or gone for 

a walk; or done something equally 

useless. I would have chosen to 

identify myself with civilization as 

opposed to the landbase.  

So instead I searched for a six by six 

plot that was relatively unbroken by 

the weeds and trees, and I pried up 

all the pavement and dumped it 

atop of a pre-existing pile of rubble. 

It took about 20 minutes, the 

pavement was already pretty weak 

and crumbled in most places.  

http://crimethinc.hyperphp.com/howibrought.htm


I felt proud as I worked and 

when I completed that spot I looked 

around at the rest of the living things 

that were reconquering the area – 

of which I was now one. Then it hit 

me…I had just dismantled 

civilization.  

 

I was not at all tired or exerted 

and I had not seen a human being 

there at all as I worked. I decided to 

stay a little longer and work a little 

more. Before I knew it the sun was 

setting and the pile of rubble was 

twice as big as it had been before I 

got there and started adding to it. 

Without picking the stem itself, I 

plucked all the little parachute seeds 

off of several dandelions and spread 

them around about the area I had 

just liberated.  

The next day I returned with dill 

seeds also, and got back to work. 

Since that time I think I’ve liberated 

space enough to park 15 cars or so 

at that area, plus I’ve gotten 

comfortable enough to do lots of 

other work. That’s why when 

somebody asks me, “What makes 

you think you can dismantle 

civilization?” I tell them: “Two things; 

Past experience and the fact that 

I’m still relatively able-bodied. It’s 

easier than you think.” 

 

 



HOW CAN I HELP? 
Update 11/1: It’s Winter operating season again, meaning the GD can come in 
to fall trees but can no longer bring in any large machines like trucks etc. We 
held ‘em off for the Summer! Constant vigilance is needed though, as GD has 
many other atrocious Timber Harvest Plans around the Redwood Region. 

---Tree-sitting!!! 

More canopy ninjas are always needed to put their bodies 
between trees and chainsaws. EF!Hum will train you to climb, 
rappel and traverse and make sure you have all you need. 
---resupply 

Tree-sitters need food, water, climbing gear, outdoor gear, and 
LOTS OF ROPE. Call us if you have this stuff, or want to help 
bring it out. Rides out to the woods are also needed.  
---HIKE ‘N’ BIKE! 

Directions to the McKay are on our website. If you live nearby, 
check out this beautiful area on foot, bike, or horse. Feel free to 
bring snacks for tree-sitters with you. 
---Politicking 

Call the Humboldt Board of Supervisors at (707) 476-2390 and 
express your outrage at their atrocious development plan. Or 
call each individually, they might take your calls. Take it to the 
state and/or federal level if you believe in that kind of stuff. 
---CALL the GD 

Call GD at (206) 224-5800 or locally at (707) 268-3000. 
Demand they reveal their intentions about the McKay. Express 
mucho outrage. They probably won’t listen but it sure is fun! 
---CONTACT US! 

Hook up with your local chapter of Earth First! 
It might be us!!! We can be reached by calling (707)-834-5170 
or through our website: efhumboldt.org.  


